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"Bold ideas, unjustified anticipations, and speculative thought, are our only means for interpreting 
nature: ... Those among us who are unwilling to expose their ideas to the hazard of refutation do 
not take part in the scientific game." (Popper 1959, p280). 
New quantitative methods including several new techniques are reported for the 135 human 
mitochondrial sequences from Vigilant et al. (1991 ). General problems in analyzing large numbers of short 
sequences are discussed and an improved strategy suggested. A key feature is to focus, not on individual 
trees, but on the general 'landscape' of trees. Over 1000 searches were made from random starting trees 
with only one tree (a local optimum) being retained each time, thereby ensuring optima were found 
independently. A new tree comparison metric was developed that is unaffected by rearrangements of trees 
around many very short internal edges. Use of this metric showed that downweighting hypervariable sites 
revealed more evolutionary structure than studies that weighted all sites equally. Our results are consistent 
with convergence toward a global optimum. A crucial feature is that the best optima show very strong 
regional differentiation, a common group of african 49 sequences is found in all the best optima, and 
contain the 16 !Kung sequences in a separate group of San people. The other 86 sequences form a 
heterogeneous mixture of africans, europeans, australopapuans and asians. Thus all major human lineages 
occur in Africa but only a subset in the rest of the world. 
The existence of these African-only groups strongly contradicts multir~gional theories for the origin of 
Homo sapiens that require widespread migration and interbreeding over the entire range of H. erectus. 
Only when the multiregional model is rejected is it appropriate to consider the root, based on a single locus, 
to be the center of origin of a population (otherwise different loci could give alternative geographic 
positions for the root). For this data, several methods locate the root within the group of 49 african 
sequences and are thus consistent with the recent African origin of H. sapiens. We demonstrate that the 
time of the last common ancestor cannot be the time of major expansion in human numbers and our results 
are thus also consistent with recent models that differentiate between the last common ancestor, expansion 
out of Africa, and the major expansion in human populations. Such a two-phase model is consistent with a 
wide range of molecular and archeological evidence. 
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The 'Out-of-Africa' (or 'mitochondrial Eve') hypothesis for the origins of modem humans (Homo sapiens 
sapiens) is certainly a bold idea that has attracted considerable attention since being proposed in its present 
form in 1987 (Cann et al.). The hypothesis can be considered in four, largely independent, parts (Wilson et 
al. 1991; Di Rienzo and Wilson 1991): 
H(l): the most recent common ancestor of Homo sapiens sapiens lived about 200,000 years ago; 
H(2): Homo sapiens sapiens arose from Homo erectus in a single region; 
H(3): Africa is the most probable region for this transition; and 
H(4): there was later a spread out from Africa, eventually replacing earlier Homo groups. 
We have called these the 'when', 'who', 'where', and 'how' questions (Waddell and Penny 1995). These 
hypotheses were initially put forward to explain observations such as the higher genetic diversity in 
mitochondria from african populations (Greenberg et al. 1983; Johnson et al. 1983), the evolutionary tree 
derived from RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphisms) data (Cann et al. 1987), and the diversity 
among nuclear allele frequencies (Nei and Royhoudchoudry 1982). The hypotheses received support from 
an independent analysis of fossil and subfossil human remains (Stringer and Andrews 1988), particularly 
from the lack of objective evidence for intermediates between Neanderthals and 'modem' Homo sapiens: 
More recently, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences from 135 individuals were suggested to support 
the overall hypothesis (Vigilant et al. 1991 ). 
However these more recent results (Vigilant et al. 1991) have led to a variety of criticisms (Templeton 
1992; 1993; Goldman and Barton 1992; Maddison et al. 1992; Hedges et al. 1992; Thome and Wolpoff 
1992) particularly resulting from the difficulties of analyzing large numbers of sequences. Some of the 
criticism has been vague in not specifying which aspect of the overall hypothesis is disputed but two themes 
are apparent. One line of questioning (Thorne and Wolpoff 1992) has been against H(l), the recent date of 
the common ancestor of all living humans; the other theme (Templeton 1992; 1993; Goldman and Barton 
1992; Maddison et al. 1992; Hedges et al. 1992) appears to accept H(l) and questions the strength of 
support for H(3), the African location. A difficulty has sometimes been a lack of analysis of the logical 
structure of the overall hypothesis so it is difficult to know precisely which aspect is been questioned. This 
is compounded by concentrating on the mtDNA and ignoring the prior work that stimulated the hypotheses. 
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The first line of questioning is from those who prefer the 'multiregional' model (Wolpoff et al. 1984) for the 
origin of H. sapiens, itself a bold hypothesis (Popper 1959). (Hereafter we restrict the name Homo sapiens 
to modern humans and do not consider directly relationships to other groups such as Neanderthals.) This 
multiregional model suggests that H. sapiens evolved during the last million years from H. erectus over 
the full range of this species (Africa, Europe and Asia). Under this model, each of the many mutations 
crucial to the development of H. sapiens must have either occurred in parallel in different parts of the earth 
(by some unknown mechanism), or arisen just once and then spread over the three continents by virtue of a 
high rate of selection, migration and interbreeding. This latter version we will call the 'universal migration' 
or 'panmixis' version of the multiregional theory and it is a testable theory. 
A problem with the multiregional model has been the difficulty in formulating a quantitative model of 
mutation and migration - though recently Thome et al. (1993) proposed some qualitative models. 
Supporters of the multiregional model generally work with morphological data where it is difficult either to 
get agreement on features of skulls to analyze cladistically or to provide a genetic model of morphological 
change quantitative testing. It is not yet possible to relate differences in skull morphology to specific genetic 
differences. Indeed in some cases (Leamy 1993) a high morphological variability (between the left and 
right sides of the skull) may reflect a low genetic diversity from inbreeding rather than indicate high genetic 
diversity as might be expected from 'first principles'. However we show he~e that the 'universal migration' 
or 'panmixis' variant of the multiregional model is subject to tests by using DNA sequences. Thus it is a 
useful scientific model (sensu Popper 1959). 
The second line of criticism (Templeton 1992; 1993; Goldman and Barton 1992; Maddison et al. 1992; 
Hedges et al. 1992) of the out-of-Africa hypothesis questions the analysis of the sequence data, specifically 
the statistical significance of the results. We agree with the criticisms to the extent that the original analysis 
was inadequate. However the problem lies, not with the experimentalists who are both collecting the data 
and putting forward challenging hypotheses, but rather with the theorists who have not developed and 
tested appropriate methods for a quantitative analysis for large number of sequences. As such the criticism! 
are more a reflection of the analytical techniques available than of the hypotheses (both out-of-Africa and 
multiregional). The major challenge for theorists is to provide better methods applicable to large data sets. 
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Our aim here is firstly to develop some new techniques for analyzing large numbers of sequences and to 
test these on the human mtDNA data set (Vigilant et al. 1991 ). In order to do this we first describe the 
problems we see in analyzing large data sets and then propose a strategy to solve them. In developing this 
strategy several new techniques are described. 
Background - Problems and Strategies 
Well known problems for any quantitative analysis of a large number sequences (especially of short 
sequences) include the following. 
P( 1) Large number of trees. The number of potential phylogenetic trees grows exponentially with the 
number of taxa, t. Fort= 135 taxa there are -10267 unrooted binary trees (compared with about 
1070 elementary particles in the entire universe). This limits the study to computationally efficient 
(Penny et al. 1992) methods for evaluating each tree. Consequently only heuristic methods (in the 
Operations Research sense) can be used for searching the 'tree space' or 'Baumraum' (Penny and 
Steel, in preparation). There are (t- 3) internal edges (132 in this case) on any tree and we consider 
these as separate parameters of the model to be estimated. (We use a standard mathematical 
terminology for trees consisting of nodes connected by intemodes or edges, Penny et al. 1992.) 
P(2) Limited range of tree values. This problem is best illustrated with the parsimony (minimal length) 
tree selection criterion where the lengths of trees for this data is of order -1 o3. So, by an 
elementary counting argument, the number of trees of any length must average -10264. Although 
far fewer trees are expected near the global optimum there may still be billions of trees of minimal 
length, making 'the best tree found' of unknown significance until more information is available. 
P(3) Short sequences and equivalent trees. Each binary tree has more internal edges (t-3 = 132) than 
parsimony sites for this data. Therefore even the best trees are expected to have some internal 
edges of zero parsimony length and these edges can be contracted to give a nonbinary tree. 
Consequently, large numbers of apparently different trees of the same length are simply 
rearrangements around internal edges of the tree that are not supported directly by any nucleotide 
substitutions. 
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P(4) Non-independence of trees. Heuristic search methods traverse the tree space by making slight 
modifications to existing trees; consequently the trees found in a single search are not independent. 
Standard methods for representing common features in the trees (such as various forms of 
consensus) do not therefore represent the overall structure of the solution space. 
P(5) Many local optima (Hendy et al. 1988; Maddison 1991) Our preliminary work (Penny and Steel, 
in preparation) using simplistic searches from random starting trees found an extraordinary number 
of local optima over 100 steps longer than the shortest trees, even for only half the sequences. 
Hence heuristic methods such as simple hill-climbing (with or without steepest ascent) are not 
expected to perform well with random starting trees - though more advanced programs include 
mechanisms for escaping from local optima. 
P(6) Locating the root. The position of the root is vital for hypothesis (H3). In order to locate the 
biological root of a tree one requires additional information (Farris 1972; Penny 1976; Steel et al. 
1993) such as an outgroup, an assumption of equal rates (the molecular clock), or an assumption 
of the nucleotide frequency at the root. If the outgroup is too distant it can distort the underlying 
unrooted tree, even with five taxa and equal rates (Hendy and Penny 1989); outgroups also have a 
biased tendency to join the unrooted tree at edges with two or more. substitutions (Hendy et al. 
1980). 
P(7) Hypervariable sites. The sequences include a small number of positions that are hypervariable in 
that they have changed more frequently than expected when all sites change at equal rates (for 
example, Wakeley 1993). Such sites tend to mask more informative sites that change more slowly 
(Hendy et al. 1980; Kuhner and Felsenstein 1994). 
P(8) mtDNA a single genetic unit. Because the mtDNA does not recombine it is inherited as a single 
unit. However, under a multiregional model, the 'last common ancestor' for each nuclear gene may 
have arisen in different parts of the earth. In this sense each gene could, in principle, indicate a 
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different geographical location for the root of the tree. Consequently mtDNA cannot be used to root 
the tree as a whole.(that is, the entire genome) unless the multiregional model can be excluded. 
P(9) Unresolved tree. Because the tree is not fully resolved (that is, is nonbinary) there can be marked 
differences in length from including, or excluding, a hypervariable site. This makes it difficult to 
compare results from different programs which may or may not include some sites, for example, 
depending on how programs handle sites with deletions. 
Given these problems it is clear that 'newer methods of tree analysis would be necessary to make further 
progress in the study of human evolution' (Wilson et al. 1991; Goldman and Barton 1992; Maddison et al. 
1992; Ross, 1992). There is now interest in studying the properties of the set of trees close to the overall 
optimum (the landscape) rather than focusing on a single 'best' tree (Hendy et al 1988; Maddison 1991). 
Our overall strategy, outlined below, included a mixture of using existing techniques and developing new 
techniques that we hope will be useful in other studies as well. 
S( I) Analyze the landscape. Our principal aim was to obtain information on the landscape of trees . 
(Hendy et al. 1988; Maddison, 1991; Kauffman 1993) that have, a) been found independently and 
b) are close to the global optimum. This landscape consists of: the trees, the distances between 
them (S(5)), a neighborhood for each tree, and a measure of how well each tree describes the data 
(S(11 )). 
S(2) Heuristic search procedure. We used a new search procedure, the Great Deluge (also called 
Threshold Accepting) to locate optima in the landscape (Dueck and Scheuer 1990; Dueck 1991; 
Penny and Steel, in preparation). It has proved useful for a variety of scientific applications as it is 
effective in escaping from local optima. As implemented here, the Great Deluge has both stochastic 
and deterministic phases. The stochastic phase is a random walk in the tree landscape (Sl), at each 
stage moving to any neighboring tree whose fit to the data lies above a constantly rising 'waterline' 
(hence the name 'Great Deluge'). The main advantage of the program was our ability to vary 
parameters in order to measure properties of the landscape. 
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S(3) Restrictive definition of local optima. A tree is accepted as a local optimum if the program a) 
has been unable to rind a tree at least equally good after 50 iterations of the stochastic phase, and 
b) cannot find a better tree after trying all (neighboring) alternatives by three methods of changing 
the tree (crossovers [nearest neighbor interchange]), cut and paste [subtree pruning and grafting], 
and tax.on swapping [interchanging pairs of taxa]; Penny and Steel, in preparation). (An additional 
test is required to prevent oscillating within a small subset of trees.) Using three methods of 
traversing the tree space reduces the element of arbitrariness from selecting any one of them, the 
search space is different for each procedure (Penny and Steel, in preparation). 
S(4) Independence of local optima. Each run of the Great Deluge began from a random tree and only 
one local optimum was retained after each run. This allows us to consider each optimum as being 
found independently and using a random starting tree avoids the criticism (Goldman and Barton 
1992) that with a random addition tree the order of addition of tax.a could, in some unknown way, 
bias the results. (Possibly apart from this point, other programs, such as PAUP (Swofford 1993) 
would be suitable as long as only one optimum per run is retained) 
S(5) A suitable tree comparison metric. On this data there are many trees that differ only on 
rearrangements of edges with no implied substitutions (zero length edges) and these are effectively 
the same tree for this data. Existing tree metrics (including partitions, path lengths, and quartets, 
Steel and Penny 1993) give a range of values for these trees, even though the trees are equivalent 
for this data. We introduce a sites metric which compares the number of substitutions required to 
fit (Fitch 1971) each site (column) onto two trees T 1 and 'T 2. The distance is taken as either the 
sum over all sites of the absolute differences, 111 - 121 (the linear form) or as the square root of the 
sum of squares of these differences (the quadratic form) where li is the (parsimony) length for a 
site on a specified tree, T. The linear form is related to techniques used for a different problem 
(Templeton 1983; Prager and Wilson 1988; Kishino and Hasegawa 1989) although a tree 
comparison metric comparing distance matrices (Lapointe and Legendre 1992) was the immediate 
stimulus for the sites metric. The sites metric is a true metric (rather than a pseudometric) only if 
two trees that have zero distance (the same parsimony lengths for every site) are regarded as 
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equivalent trees - thus we focus initially on how the data fits the trees, rather than on the trees 
themselves. 
S(6) Improved predicitivity by using the median tree. The median tree is a form of consensus tree 
(Penny et al. 1982; Barthelemy and McMorris 1986; Swofford and Olsen 1990). Although trees of 
low parsimony length are generally better predictors than longer trees (Penny and Hendy 1985) 
there are still a large number of trees of any parsimony length. The median tree is useful in 
identifying the best predictors among optima of a given length. 
S(7) Convergence of optima. Optima of a given parsimony length, L, were tested to determine whether 
the average inter-tree distance gets smaller as L decreases. If several unrelated major peaks of 
optimal trees existed then this average distance should be large and stay positive; if there is only 
one major peak (albeit with many small side peaks) then the average distance between trees should 
converge towards zero, even if the DNA sequences are not long enough to resolve the global 
optimum. For this test we also examined the distribution of distances between trees to search for 
dispersed subsets of optima. 
S(8) Locating the root by several methods. The methods used, which have different rationales and 
require different conditions to be met in order to obtain the root, are: the standard outgroup method 
(Farris 1972) using a chimpanzee sequence; two forms of mid-point rooting (the edge of the tree 
with the longest average path length); splitting taxa into two disjoint subsets so as to minimize the 
largest within-group distances (Guenoche et al. 1991 ); and an in-group method based on datings of 
colonization of different continents (Bowcock et al. 1991 ). 
S(9) Downweighting hypervariable sites. Hypervariable sites were detected from early runs when it 
was found that the distribution of rates at different sites did not fit the model of all sites evolving at 
the same rate. Downweighting these sites, and repeated the searches, Jed to a new set of local 
optima that are much more similar to each other (by the tree comparison metric). The lower 
weighting of hypervariable sites brings out more evolutionary information in the data while still 
allowing the faster evolving sites to help resolve the fine structure of the tree. 
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S(lO) Homogeneity (or dispersion) of groups throughout the optima. Optima were analyzed for 
subtrees containing the largest number of people from any continent or ethnic group. If, for 
example, europeans were scattered throughout the tree then the largest subsets containing only 
europeans could be quite small. The largest subset was first determined, first for the four groups, 
africans, asians, australopapuans and europeans, and later for several subgroups of africans. This 
allows a direct test of the multiregional model in that there should be no large groups exclusively 
found in any region .. 
S(l l) Parsimony was selected as the optimality criterion. It is necessary to use a 'global' optimization 
criterion that considers all possible trees (Penny et al. 1992), rather than a local optimization 
method (such as neighbor-joining) that always selects the same tree(s) for a data set. The choices 
were maximum likelihood, parsimony, compatibility, closest tree, and deviations from additivity in 
observed distances. Parsimony was selected because its calculation, for a single tree with t taxa, 
requires order t time to calculate (O(t)), that is, it is linear with respect to the number of taxa. In 
addition, it now has some well studied statistical distributions (Archie and Felsenstein 1993; Steel 
1993; Steel and Charleston 1995). A new property is described later. The main disadvantage of 
parsimony is a potential lack of consistency on sequences not corrected for multiple changes 
(Felsenstein 1978; Hendy and Penny 1989). (However parsimony i§ consistent if appropriate 
adjustments are made for multiple substitutions, Steel, et al. 1993). A test was made to estimate if 
this data set was in a range where uncorrected parsimony was likely to be inconsistent. Parsimony 
minimizes the number of mutations required to fit the data onto a tree and consequently shorter 
trees (with fewer mutations) are preferred over longer trees. Maximum likelihood was not used as 
it has some undesirable mathematical properties; as yet it is far worse than linear, (O(t)), to 
evaluate on a single tree and there is no guarantee that current implementations will converge to the 
global optimum, even for a single tree of four taxa (Steel 1994). 
S(12) A model consistent with many types of evidence was developed. A useful hypothesis or model 
(Popper 1959) should be consistent with a range of types of evidence, a 'consilience of induction' in 
the words of Whewell 1967, p469). A model should be consistent with data additional to that used 
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to develop the model. In the present case archeological and anthropological information is 
appropriate. 
The above strategies are used to reconsider the criticisms of previous studies, other questions are covered 
by Stoneking (1994). Given the above strategy and techniques, the first step was to determine some 
properties of local optima. Our expectation, from an evolutionary model, is that optima will be much more 
similar to each other than to random trees, and that better (shorter) optima will be more similar to each 
other than to worse (longer) optima. This is tested in the next section; if there is not considerable structure 
among the optima then no evolutionary conclusions are possible (Penny et al. 1982). 
RESULTS 
Local Optima 
The first test involved 260 runs of the Great Deluge with all sites weighted equally (uniformly); the 
'equalW' or unweighted data set. The result is 260 different local optima (trees). Each run on 'equalW' 
takes about 6 hours on a 33MHz 486 microcomputer and, on average, searches more than to5 trees. The 
parsimony algorithm is easily adjusted to parallel computation (Penny and Penny 1990) but in this case 
only the simplest form of parallelism, running on different machines, was used. Each run consists of 
establishing an initial starting tree and then making a search through the space of all trees in an attempt to 
find a better tree. An arbitrary tree was selected at random (with all trees equally likely, Steel and Penny 
1993) to start each run because, although 'random addition trees' (taxa added in random order but to the 
best position available) gives much shorter starting trees, we could not be sure if any structure in the 
resulting local optima was an artefact introduced by the starting trees (Goldman and Barton 1992). In the 
present case, each of the 260 local optimal (Table 1 a, 'equalW') were found independently. 
We first checked that these 260 optima were significantly shorter than random trees by comparing their 
lengths to those of 200,000 randomly selected trees. The left hand portion of Table lb shows the average 
length and standard deviation of the random trees. Clearly, each of the 260 local optima are, as expected, 
both very significantly shorter than the lengths of random trees and, interestingly, are much more similar to 
each other than are random trees (right hand side of Table 1). However, the 260 optima are still different 
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from each other and a further test is to determine whether hypervariable sites are masking some of the 
information in the data. 
The next step then is to check whether some sites are genuinely hypervariable. If they are then the sites can 
be downweighted, new optima found, and the new optima tested whether they are more similar to each 
other; that is, further from random trees. The shortest of the 260 trees was used to test for hypervariable 
sites, and like previous authors (for example, Wakeley 1993) we found sites required widely different 
numbers of mutations to fit onto the tree. In order to evaluate this result it is necessary to determine 
whether the distribution is expected, or consistent with, the model where all sites were equally free to 
change (i.i.d). The 'Lost Bealey theorem' (Steel, et al. 1995) provides, for the shortest tree, an upper bound 
on the distribution of parsimony lengths at different sites, assuming that all sites free to change do so 
identically and independently (i.i.d, the Cavender-Farris model, Penny et al. 1992). These upper bounds on 
the numbers of sites with 0, 1, 2, 3, ... etc. changes will exhibit a Poisson-style rate of decay as the 
numbers of changes per site increases. The distribution, together with some additional calculations are 
shown in Fig. 1. 
For this data set there were 595 sites, 421 had no substitutions on the optimal tree and 75 sites required jus1 
a single substitution. The number of sites with 2, 3, or more changes (Fig. 1) is very much higher than 
predicted if all sites were free to vary, the results are thus inconsistent with-the i.i.d. model since the upper 
bound provided by the theorem is strongly violated. We then consider two modifications to the i.i.d 
assumption. The first is that an unknown proportion of sites are unable to change because of functional 
constraints, but that other sites (the 'effective sequence length') behave identically as expected under i.i.d. A 
simple calculation gives the corresponding upper bounds on the distribution of lengths across sites for 300 
and 321 invariant sites. These fit the observed distribution better, but still not satisfactorily (Fig 1 ). For 
example, by assuming 300 invariant sites we can fit the expected distribution for one or two substitutions, 
but the observed tail of the distribution is still much higher than expected. Assuming 321 invariant sites is 
consistent for four substitutions but overall varying the number of sites free to change does NOT, in itself, 
give a good fit between data and model. A second modification to the i.i.d assumption is that a small 
number of 'hypervariable' sites (perhaps a dozen or so) have evolved more rapidly than the others, they 
show more substitutions than expected if all sites changed at the same average rate. These combined 
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features of functionally constant sites, plus some hypervariable sites, is a much better fit to the data and we 
explore its usefulness. 
The problem that hypervariable sites cause when inferring trees is that they can overwhelm the slower 
evolving sites (Hendy, et al. 1980). This early paper summarizes a large body of work on establishing 
minimal length trees by resolving incompatibilities between sites. If hypervariable sites are down weighted 
they can still help resolve the fine structure of the tree without overwhelming the more slowly evolving 
sites. The validity of the new model can be tested by comparing the new optima found after giving these 
hypervariable sites a lower weighting. If a particular weighting scheme is valid (or at least closer to the real 
biological situation) then the best optima should be more similar to each other, and more dissimilar to 
random trees, than the 260 optima in the unweighted data set (equalW). 
Reducing the effect of hypervariable sites 
The sites that required the most substitutions for the unweighted data set were downweighted as follows. 
The 5% of sites requiring most substitutions were weighted as 0.4 (low weighting), the next 20% of sites 
weighted as 0.6 (medium weighting) and the remainder left unchanged at a weight of 1.0 (unweighted). 
These values allow two medium sites in agreement to count more than a single unweighted site, and a 
medium and low site in agreement to equal one unweighted site. This modified dataset with the small 
amount of down-weighting is referred to as the 'smallW' dataset. Note that this is weighting is different to 
'weighted parsimony' (Hillis, et al. 1994) where the weighting is on character state changes, not on 
nucleotide sites. With this differential weighting we tested the prediction that downweighting would result 
in local optima becoming more similar to each other than with equal weighting. 
To test this prediction the dataset 'smallW' was then run 160 times through the Great Deluge search, results 
are shown in the second row of Tables la and lb. These new trees are again shorter than random trees for 
the same weighting. Because of the different weights the lengths of the optima are not comparable with the 
unweighted optima, but the distances between optima are comparable. The important result is that optima 
found with this dataset are indeed much more similar to each other than without weighting; approximately 
19 as compared to 32 when measured on the linear form of the sites metric (right hand side of Table la). 
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The conclusion is that the weighting is useful, the optima can only be more similar if the weighting detects 
more structure (non-randomness) in the data. As a control, the small amount of weighting does not change 
the similarity between randomly selected trees (right hand side of Table 1 b ). 
A second step was then to extend the weightings to give sites with a medium number of substitutions a 
weighting of 0.8, and the two sites with only one purine and one pyrimidine (transversion substitutions) a 
weighting of 1.6. Again this is a conservative value compared with other studies in which transversions are 
often weighted by up to 4-10 times more than transitions. After 580 runs of the Great Deluge this dataset 
('mediumW') gave r~sults similar to 'smallW' in that the optima are a similar distance apart, and again 
much more similar to each other than for the unweighted dataset (Table la). The distribution of lengths of 
the 580 trees from the medium W data is shown in Fig. 2. Altogether there were 1000 separate runs for the 
three datasets. The lengths of the optima are slightly less dispersed than for smallW (S.D. in Table la). 
Again the optima are much more similar to each other than for the unweighted data and little different than 
for smallW (Table la). Downweighting the hypervariable sites is thus detecting more structure (non-
randomness in the data). 
It was considered possible that the increased similarity between optima from smallW and mediumW 
(compared to equalW) was in some unknown way an artefact of the lower weights. This seems unlikely as 
the random trees are still the same distance apart (Table 1 b ), but to check this possibility 40 Deluge runs 
were made with exactly the same weights as 'mediumW' but with the weights randomly reassigned between 
sites for each run. This is data set 'randomW'. The results show that randomly reassigning the weights leads 
to much longer trees - their lengths being many standard deviations longer than the original 'medium W' 
(Table la). In addition, the local optima from randomW are not nearly as similar as either the weighted or 
unweighted data sets (Table 1). Thus the increased similarity of trees from the small amount of weighting 
does not appear to be an artefact due to weighting, the downweighting is revealing more evolutionary 
information. The original ·prediction - that the weighting does give much more similar optima than the 
unweighted data - is supported and is consistent with earlier findings (Hendy et al 1980). 
The conclusion of this section is that there is considerable structure among the optima, even though we 
have no guarantee of finding trees that are the global optima. The local optima are much shorter than 
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random trees and, more importantly, much more similar to each other. Downweighting the hypervariable 
sites increases these effects. The next step is to compare the local optima themselves, rather than 
comparing them to random trees. This will test the prediction that shorter optima should be more similar to 
each other than to longer optima. 
Landscape 
We require information on the distribution of these optima in the multidimensional space of trees. If the 
optima were scattered more or less randomly throughout the entire space of all trees then there would be no 
justification for any evolutionary interpretation. An alternative, expected under an evolutionary mechanism 
(stochastic change with divergence), is that the better optima are converging towards a single global 
optimum - even if the sequences were too short to allow the global optimum to be determined uniquely. 
With such short sequences we expect many internal edges of the tree to be unresolved, that is, be of zero 
length (no mutations). Because of these zero length edges many rearrangements of the tree will be possible. 
If the general conclusion about converging towards the global optimum were correct then better optima 
should be more similar to each other than poorer optima (which require more mutations) - shorter trees are 
expected to be more similar than longer trees. The distances between optima were measured using both 
forms of the sites metric and the results classified according to the lengths of the optima. 
Distance values for trees of a given length were compared with, other optima of the same length, better 
optima (requiring fewer mutations), and poorer optima. The expectation was that if the better optima are 
converging toward a single solution, then: (1) the average distance between optima of a given length L will 
decrease as L decreases; (2) optima of any given length L would be more similar to each other than to 
poorer optima (optima with a longer length, L); (3) consequently the distance from optima of a given length 
L to the average of all poorer optima will increase as L increases; and, most strikingly, ( 4) optima of a 
given length L will on average be more similar to better optima than they are to themselves. The first 
prediction is perhaps the most important in that, if correct, the others are expected to follow. However the 
final prediction, that trees at any optimality level are more similar to better optima than to themselves, is 
more striking and helps understand the overall landscape. 
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All four predictions are supported (Fig. 3). Results for the 580 optima from 'mediumW' (Table 1) on both 
the linear and quadratic form of the sites metric reveal that better optima (shorter lengths) are more similar 
to each other than are optima with larger lengths. Because the values are independent a rank correlation test 
can be made and the increase in similarity of shorter trees is highly significant. Most strikingly, optima of a 
given length are more similar to optima above them than they are to themselves. In addition, a weighted 
regression of tree length against independent distances between trees of a given length, suggests that the 
points are curving downwards as the tree length becomes shorter. For example the probability of the 
coefficient of a square root component in the regression was < 0.005, with or without exclusion of the data 
points for the two shortest sets of trees, lengths 251.8 and 252.0 respectively. This suggests that the 
shortest possible tree is close to the length of the best trees found in this study. However, we do not 
attempt to predict its length from the x intercept of a regression line because the residuals of the two 
shortest sets of trees are the largest and are in opposite directions. As an additional test we plotted the 
distribution of distances between trees and the resulting histogram showed no evidence for a bimodal 
distribution. 
Our simplified interpretation of the landscape from these results is shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. We imagine· 
the landscape in three dimensions as a large volcano, with better optima near the top converging towards 
the global optimum. For reasons outlined later we call this the Kilimanjaro landscape. 
Thus there is considerable information in the optimal trees, despite some earlier doubts (Templeton 1992; 
1993; Goldman and Barlow 1992) about the 'significance' of the shorter trees. This structure allows 
evolutionary hypotheses to be tested. We need to determine whether the best optima distinguish between the 
Out-of-Africa and the Multiregional models. The prediction of the multiregional model we are testing here 
is the panmixis model - there are no human groups that have been isolated over the entire history of Homo 
sapiens - there was continued genetic intermixing of populations over the whole of Africa, Europe and Asia 
in the early stages of evolution of H. sapiens. 
Properties of the best trees 
It is now possible to identify the 'best' optima. We initially identified ten; the shortest eight plus two 
additional trees that were longer but were excellent consensus (median) trees. In general, shorter trees are 
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better predictors than longer trees (Penny and Hendy 1985) and so the shortest eight were included. Using 
tree comparison metrics as an additional criterion allows more information to be included. In this study 
there was only a single shortest tree (length 251.6) but it was not the best median tree, five of the seven 
trees one step longer were better median trees. Indeed, one of the 54 trees of length 253.0 was a very good 
median tree even though, on average, trees of this length were considerably worse than the shorter trees. 
Fig. 4 is consistent with the idea that occasionally a slightly longer tree can still be central among the 
population of all local optima. 
Because of both the variation among trees reported previously (Vigilant et I. 1991; Templeton 1992; 1993; 
Hedges et al. 1992) and the variation between trees at any one optimality level we assumed initially there 
may not be much agreement on details of these 580 local optima trees. For example, the positions for the 
!Kung and the single Naron sequence differed considerably in trees reported previously. Despite these 
reservations, we determined the largest cluster for each of the ten trees that was made up exclusively of 
african, of asian, of european, or australopapuan (new guinean plus one australian sequence). This was 
then extended by finding the largest cluster allowing one, then two, and then three sequences from any other 
group. For example, we found the largest group of asian sequences that had three non-asian sequences. . 
The most striking feature of this analysis (Table 2) is the large size of an exclusively african group, 
particularly when up to two additional sequences were allowed. All ten best trees had the same 23 african 
sequences as the largest group and similarly had the same 47 african sequences plus two "asian" sequences 
(numbers 23 and 26, all numbers are those in the Vigilant data set). We refer to this as the '49 group'. The 
composition of this cluster of 49 was identical in every case (sequences 1-48 plus 76, the single Naron 
sequence - a San group from South West Africa (Schapera 1960) similar to the !Kung). In contrast, there 
were no large clusters of other continental groups and, more strikingly perhaps, allowing one to three 
members from outside the group did not lead to a large increase in the size of such clusters. In other words, 
allowing 1-3 immigrants scarcely increased the maximum group size. 
The large african grouping can be investigated further by considering smaller populations within it and so 
the above analysis was repeated with the african sequences subdivided into seven subpopulations 
(excluding two groups of a single sequence each). The most striking feature of the results (Table 2) is that 
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the !Kung, together with the single Naron sequence (number 76) are united in all 10 trees. The Naron are a 
related group from south west Africa (Schapera 1960). The results are highly significant. The probability 
that a randomly chosen binary tree (under all trees equi-probable, Steel and Penny 1993) has a given split 
of size k, n-k is 
b(k+l) · b(n-k+l)' where b(s) = (2s - 5)!! 
b(n) 
(2s-5)!! = 1. 3. 5 ... (2s-5). 
The probability that a pair of randomly chosen binary trees share at least one split of size k, n-k is bounded 
above by 
2 en ) { b(k+ 1) b(n-k+ 1) } 
k b(n) 
Thus, given that these groups (the 17 !Kung+Naron sequences and the 49 group) were found in one tree, 
the probability of finding the same group in a second tree is < 1 o-20 for 17 sequences and < 1 o-37 for a 
group of 49. There was certainly more common structure in the optima than we expected and even if have 
not reached the global optimum, we can predict many of its properties. 
This similarity of the 10 selected trees was unexpected so the study was repeated for the next 15 trees of 
length 252.0 (excluding one tree already included in the top group because of its high consensus value). · 
Virtually identical results were found. The !Kung still came together as a group, as did the two other large 
groups, one of eastern pygmies and another of western pygmies. Other groups that were low in these tables 
were also low in the additional trees. It is quite striking that the !Kung, with the same single additional 
Naron sequence come together in the best 25 trees - the shortest 24 plus an additional consensus tree. An 
important internal control is that the sequences of afroamericans are scattered among the africa groups, 
they do not form any large groups. 
We consider that these results eliminate any 'universal migration' form of the multiregional model, a model 
that requires alleles to spread throughout the range of Homo erectus (Africa, Europe and Asia). Note in 
particular that this conclusion is independent of which region of the world had the largest group, a very 
large asian group of sequences that was not dispersed would lead to the same rejection of the multiregion 
model. A possible ad hoc modification would be to argue that Africa was different in that only males, not 
females, dispersed. This would mean mitochondrial genes (maternally inherited) would disperse little but 
nuclear alleles could spread more widely, albeit more slowly than if both sexes dispersed. However there is 
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a large body of anthropological studies of social organization against such an ad hoc modification. Female 
dispersal between bands/villages is, as in our nearest relatives, almost universal in humans. There are 
exceptions in some agricultural groups with a strong matrilineal emphasis (Murdock 1960). Male dispersal 
does occur occasionally but it is even less common than neither male nor female marrying outside the 
village (Murdock 1960) - which would not aid genetic dispersal. 
The results from the best 25 trees were more striking than expected but we still anticipated these groups 
would be quickly broken up as we searched longer optima. Nevertheless, we continued examining longer 
optima to test when either the 49 group, or the !Kung group, were broken up (either by including other 
sequences or losing some of the 49). The 35 trees of length 252.2 had the same patterns though one of the 
trees included a single additional African sequence in the '49' group (number 56, a Herero sequence). The 
study was then extended to the best 40% of optima (length 253.0). Indeed ALL the best 40% of trees have 
the same major groupings with occasionally ( <2%) sequence 56 being included in the 49ers. It appeared to 
be a lower cost to include some additional african sequences in the 49 group than to exclude any of them. 
Just one of the 47 trees of length 253.4 had no partition with the full 49 sequences - it omitted sequences 24 
& 25 (both Yoruban sequences). Essentially all the best 300 trees had the 49 grouping. The results of the 
!Kung+Naron are even more striking, in order to find a tree that did not have the full !Kung group we had 
to go right down the tail of the distribution and a tree of length 258.0 which omitted two of the !Kung plus 
the Naron sequence from this group of 49. 
Identical results were found from the equivalent analyses on the 160 optima from the smallW data set, this 
is expected given that these optima are similar distances apart to the mediumW optima. With the 
unweighted data set (equalW) the results are more diverse as would be expected from the optima being 
more scattered. Nevertheless, about 40% of the best 62 optima have the group of 49 and another 20% 
either omit, or include, one additional sequence. Again about two thirds have the 16 !Kung sequences either 
grouped together, or with one additional sequence, usually the Naron. The results emphasize that the 
downweighting is enhancing an evolutionary signal that is to some extent being masked by the rapidly 
evolving sites. Giving equal weighting to rapidly evolving sites results an occasional tree that would 
support almost any result. The high consistency of the results with smallW and medium W is striking. 
Although we cannot guarantee how close we are to the global optima this high consistency between local 
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optima, particularly compared with earlier studies (Templeton 1992; 1993; Hedges et al. 1992), supports 
the robustness of the conclusions. The !Kung grouping may also be of anthropological interest in that it 
supports a distinct group of southern african alleles consistent with a small group colonizing southern 
africa in the last 50,-100,00 years (Deacon 1992). 
A comment is necessary on the two "asian" sequences in the africa '49' group. The sequences are very 
similar to other african sequences in the '49' group so they are not ancient lineages. In this case there is 
insufficient information to distinguish between several explanations. We can expect (Waddell and Penny 
1995) to find some modem african sequences within Asia as a result of an early slave trade into Asia. 
However, the two sequences are from people from Chinatown in San Francisco who describe themselves 
as chinese-americans. It is unclear whether these particular individuals have an afroamerican maternal 
lineage, given that there were afroamericans living in Chinatown last century (M. Stoneking, pers. comm.). 
Given their close similarity to other sequences in the group (they are not ancient lineages) we will, for the 
purposes of rooting the tree and until further information is available, refer to the whole '49' group as 
'african'. 
It is now appropriate to reexamine the data in Table 2, particularly the african group as a whole. The 
largest exclusively africa group has either 23 sequences, or 49 when the other two sequences are included. 
This is in marked contrast to the size of the largest group, five, with one non-african sequence. (Clearly the 
group of 23 must join with others to give the group of 49, otherwise a larger group of 'african plus one 
other' would occur.) The number in the african group with one non-african sequence is very similar to the 
results for europeans, asians, and australopapuans. The division is thus not african versus non-african 
sequences. Rather it is the group of 49 african sequences versus all others - the others including some 
african sequences. Such a distinction cannot be made when putting all africans into a single group as is 
often done with gene frequency data. This conclusion of an african group versus all other sequences is 
probably the central result of the whole reanalysis of the human mtDNA data. There is one large group of 
african sequences, and all other sequences (african, european, asian and australopapuan) form a second 
major group. 
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The results of the size of african groups in the optima were perhaps the most unexpected part of the study 
and are perhaps the most important in distinguishing between a multiregional and a local origin of modem 
humans (hypothesis H2). This analysis shows the importance of keeping just one tree from each run. Each 
optimum has been found independently and so expected properties of the global optimum can be 
determined. However from the viewpoint of rejecting the multiregional model the location of such a large 
group is immaterial, even if the grouping had occurred elsewhere in the would it would still be evidence 
against any model requiring panmixis. 
Root of the trees 
As discussed earlier (P8), a single 'gene' cannot be used to locate the root of the tree until the multiregional 
model is excluded. But because the only testable version of that model appears excluded we will estimate 
the position of the root and take its geographic position as our best estimate of the ancestral population. 
Several strategies are possible for rooting trees (Smith 1994) and four have been considered for this data. 
The two main methods are outgroup and midpoint rooting. The use of a chimpanzee sequence as an 
outgroup has been used earlier, though not on these optima. The second approach, midpoint rooting does 
not require an outgroup but does depend on approximately equal rates of evolution to estimate the position 
of the root. 
Two variants of midpoint rooting have been used, the usual one is to find the midpoint of the longest path 
between two taxa in the tree, the longest path version. This variation uses only a single path on the tree and 
as such is expected to be sensitive to both random sampling effects (resulting from short sequences) as well 
as to sequencing errors. A more robust approach, also used here, is finding the edge of the tree with the 
longest average path length. Each edge of a tree partitions t taxa into subsets with x and t-x taxa. There are 
x(t - x) paths through each edge of the tree and so the longest average path expected to be a better estimate 
of the root than using only a single path, this is the all paths version of midpoint rooting. 
Our reasoning is as follows. Let T be a binary phylogenetic tree with weights on the edges representing the 
expected number of substitutions along the edge. The tree is rooted on one of the edges to give a root vertex 
p. The weight for any edge e is w( e) and for any pair of taxa i & j, the distance between them, d(i, j), is the 
sum of the weights of edges on the path between them. 
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Under the molecular clock hypothesis, the distance d(p, l) from the root vertex p to any leaf l (taxon, or in 
this case a sequence) is expected to be constant for all leaves land we call this common value the height ho 
of T. For an edge e of T, let 8( e) be the average (over! E L, l' E L') of d(l, l'), where { L, L'} is the 
bipartition of the set of leaves of T formed by deleting edge e. 
Proposition I. Under the molecular clock hypothesis, o(e) is uniquely maximized by the edge e of T whose 
midpoint corresponds to the root p. A proof is given in the Appendix. 
A third method (Guenoche et al. 1991) does not require a tree but partitions the taxa into two subsets in 
order to optimize a function of the pairwise distances between all pairs of taxa. An efficient algorithm is 
available for this problem (Guenoche et al. 1991). Again, this partitioning into two subsets is a good 
estimate of the root as long as the lineages are evolving at similar rates. Finally, we examine results from a 
form of 'in-group' or 'sub-group' rooting by using estimates (in this case) from archeological evidence for 
the time of colonization of regions by modern humans (Bowcock et al. 1991). Although the method is not 
'algorithmic' in the same way as the other approaches, it does allow useful checks. By estimating several. 
divergence times within a tree, and comparing these, it can be used to check that the molecular clock is a 
good approximation and narrows down the position of the root. A better estimate of the position of the root 
is then possible. 
The methods have different requirements for their validity. Outgroup rooting requires a good tree and 
sequences from an outgroup but does not assume a molecular clock. Midpoint rooting requires a good tree 
and depends on the molecular clock. The third method does not depend on a tree but partitions the taxa 
based solely on a matrix of genetic distances - it does assume a molecular clock. If in-group rooting has 
several points in the tree where direction of substitution is established there may be less sensitivity to small 
deviations from the assumptions. 
For the following reasons, a molecular clock is a reasonable assumption in studies such as this. The 
number of neutral substitutions is proportional to both proportion of mutations that are neutral and to the 
overall mutation rate (which in tum depends on properties of enzymes). Within a short timescale we expect 
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the proportion of neutral mutations to be the same, and the properties of the enzymes involved in DNA 
synthesis and repair to the same. Both properties could change over long term studies of different major 
lineages. Thus, although it is reasonable to assume equal rates of change for this data set, the conclusions 
do not depend on it. Overall, if methods give a similar answer then we are more confident of the result - the 
position of the root has survived different tests. 
The results for the first method for estimating the root, out group rooting with the chimpanzee sequence, 
are quite striking; all 245 best optima have an african root. In this case an 'african root' means both that on 
one side of the root all sequences are african, and that at least one of the first branching points on the other 
side of the root is also exclusively african. Even more striking was that the second and third best positions 
for rooting the tree were also exclusively african. 
These results should be treated with care, others (Maddison et al. 1992; Hedges et al. 1992) have already 
pointed out that using such a distant outgroup is a difficulty. We agree with this in that a distant outgroup 
can lead to problems, even when the molecular clock is valid (Hendy and Penny 1989). This effect was 
minimized by determining the trees with the outgroup omitted, then adding the chimpanzee to all possible 
positions, and also by selecting the three best places for rooting the tree. In spite of these qualifications the 
results are impressive, particularly as the african root was suggested on earlier data sets (Cann et al. 1987). 
Similar results were found with both forms of midpoint rooting, the midpoint of the longest path in the tree 
(longest path), and the edge with the largest average path length (all paths). Again an african root as found 
in the shortest trees. The all paths version gave an african root within the group of 49 sequence, the single 
path version gave an african root but sometimes it was just outside this group, especially with the longer 
optima. 
The third approach used did not resolve the taxa clearly into two subsets because, although the first few 
steps were clear, there quickly became an large number of ties. From that point, decisions were arbitrary. 
The large number of ties is not unexpected with a small number of sites in relation to the number of entries 
in the pairwise distance matrix, a feature commented on earlier when selecting a tree comparison metric. 
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The fourth approach, in group rooting, is discussed again later and the tree shown later in Fig. 6 is 
consistent with the same root. The support for an African root is thus strong, given this data. 
Human Population Expansions 
The time of the last common ancestor of the human mitochondrial genome cannot also be the beginning of 
the major expansion in numbers of early humans. Most calculations of the rate of loss from a population 
assume a constant average population size and are not applicable for a continuously expanding population. 
For reasons outlined below, a model of continued expansion is unlikely to lead to just one DNA sequence 
from the initial population remaining in the modem population. We consider a possible alternative with an 
early phase of constant average population size, followed later by an expansionary phase. 
In considering how many lineages of the mtDNA survive from an earlier population we use the usual 
independence assumptions common in branching theory (Arthreya and Ney 1972) and so the number of 
surviving lineages has a Poisson distribution. We show that the determining parameter (namely, the mean) 
depends critically on the dynamics of human expansion - from an initial, localized, founding-group to the 
much larger, geographically dispersed population of recent times. In particular, a uniform exponential rate 
of population growth (lower half of Fig. 5) leads to the survival of a larger number of maternal lineages 
than an alternative two phase model (Fig. 5), even given the same initial and final populations and over the 
same time scale. 
To apply classical results from branching theory (Arthreya and Ney 1972) we must assume that in any 
generation mothers independently leave a random number of female offspring, though the expected number 
offspring is not necessarily constant with time. We further assume that the spread of the mtDNA through 
the population was by standard stochastic processes, that is, the process was neutral (Kimura 1983; Nei 
1987). This is reasonable given that mtDNA is only one part in 105 of total DNA, it is not linked to nuclear 
genes, and there is no reason to suspect that improved mitochondrial function was responsible for the 
expansion of Homo sapiens numbers. 
A simple model - scenario 1- takes a constant expected rate of population increase per generation (the 
expected population thus grows exponentially by a constant percentage each generation). Let k denote the 
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number of ancestral females in the founding population; N the size of the final globally-dispersed 
population, and T the number of generations over which this expansion occurred. A second model -
scenario 2 - starts from the same time and population but allows a two-phase behavior - for T 1 generations 
the population fluctuates about a mean (it has zero expected growth) and then for T2 generations the 
expected popufation grows on average each generation by a constant percentage, which must be higher than 
the growth in scenario 1 because it gives rise to the same population value (N) but in half the time (T/2). It 
is this second model (Fig. 5) we can fit to the data. 
We assume that k, T1, and T2 are large (>50), k<N, and ln(N/k)ff <<min{ 1, a2} where a2 denotes the 
variance of the offspring distribution. All of these assumptions are reasonable in the present setting. The 
proof of the following result is given in the Appendix. 
Proposition 2. Under the above assumptions, the number of founding females whose maternal lineages 
survive T generations is given by a Poisson distribution of mean 'A, where: 
(1) A, > 2kln(N/k) I a2T, under scenario 1 (constant exponential growth). 
(2) 'A < 2k I a2T 1, under scenario 2 (two phase model). 
We use some estimated values based on earlier work; k = 5,000 (Takahata 1993; Hudson 1990), T = 
200,000yrs/ (20yrs/generation) = 10,000 generations (Waddell and Penny 1995), Tt = T1, N = 5x106, and 
take a2 = 1. The value k (number of females) is toward the lower estimate of Takahata (1993) and fits the 
model better. With these parameters, we obtain that 'A> 3ln(10) = 7, under scenario 1, while A,< 2, under 
scenario 2. Thus, with a population expanding continually we do not expect, under the parameters 
estimated earlier (Takahata 1993; Hudson 1990), for there to be just a single variant remaining in the 
population. Because the distribution has a Poisson distribution, the probability of observing just a single 
variant under scenario 1 is approximately 10-3. Thus it is very unlikely that the last ancestor of human 
mtDNA occurred at the same time as the major expansion in human numbers. 
Although these calculations are based on idealized assumptions, they suggest that a neutral allele fixed in 
the present human population must have arisen well before the major expansion of human numbers. 
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Perhaps the main problem with the assumptions strengthens this conclusion - once the population spreads 
from a localized region it is even less likely that all variants in an expanding population will be lost. 
This two-phase model (Fig. 5) appears consistent with the data - a stationary phase where the average 
population size is constant and the number of mitochondrial variants present in the original population was 
reduced - followed by a second expansionary phase when population numbers increase and a few final 
variants present from the beginning are lost. In addition, as discussed earlier and later under 'in-group' 
rooting, the times it gives are in reasonable agreement for the first anatomically modern humans outside 
Africa (approx. 90,000 in the Near East (Aitken and Valladas 1992; Schwarcz and Grun 1992) and 
approaching 60,000 for Australia (Roberts et al. 1990; 1994). It is possible to alter the estimates of early 
population size, a smaller initial population size would support a smaller time period before expansion. 
However these estimates (Hudson 1990; Takahata 1993) are based on genetic diversity in populations 
(particularly HLA) and so are constrained and not arbitrary. This emphasizes that, overall, models have to 
be consistent with a variety of types of data; a criticism of just one type of data lacks force if the original 
conclusion was based on several lines of evidence. 
Our calculations would not apply to a locus, such as HLA, where strong selection is expected, including 
frequency dependent selection (Takahata 1993). In such cases the models predict, as is observed, that HLA 
diversity would predate by a long time the last common mtDNA ancestor. It is a major, but common, 
misunderstanding to expect that all genes will converge to the same time and/or individual. Conversely, 
results from the HLA locus (Klein et al. 1993) given frequency dependent selection, do not contradict the 
present model. 
Some possible events could alter this conclusion. A hitchhiker event (a neutral allele closely linked with a 
gene which is increasing in frequency through positive selection) could occur. However, mitochondrial 
DNA is not linked to nuclear markers - although some early advantage through a sex-linked allele may be 
possible there is no evidence for this more complex model. It is also desirable to know the equilibrium 
frequency of alleles for a given mutation rate and population size and use this value rather than assuming 
all female members of the population have different mtDNA sequences. Another alternative is a small 
effective bottleneck in population size resulting from the chromosome fusion that formed human 
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chromosome 2 (Seuanez 1979; Burrows 1994). Because this is a unique event, and the new, fused 
chromosome would initially have had no genetic variation, it is desirable to measure the level of genetic 
variation at the point of fusion for this chromosome. This chromosome fusion may have happened any time 
after the separation of Pan and Homo lineages and the level of diversity in modem populations should help 
identify the time the chromosome fusion occurred. Again there is no evidence for such an event affecting 
frequencies of alleles of nuclear genes. The main conclusion we draw from this section is that the rapid 
expansion of human numbers must be more recent than the last common ancestor of any particular gene. 
Discussion 
Our searches have identified considerable evolutionary structure in the sequences; local optima are very 
much shorter than randomly selected trees and these optima are much more similar than random trees. 
Some nucleotide positions are hypervariable; down-weighting these results in the new optima being even 
more similar than with equal weighting (thus extracting more information from the data). There is strong 
support for the four related predictions on the average similarities of optima: the average similarity between 
optima increases with better optima (shorter length trees); optima of any given length are more similar to 
each other than they are to poorer optima; similarly, better (shorter) optima of any given length are more 
similar to each other than optima of any longer length, and; most strikingly of all, optima of a given length 
L will on average be more similar to better optima than they are to themselves. The distribution of 
distances between trees gives a unimodal distribution. Taken together, all these results support the 
conclusion that the optima are converging to a single global optimum, albeit with multiple side peaks. 
A large cluster of sequences is found repeatedly in all best optima, and any such large regional cluster is 
overwhelming evidence against the universal migration version of the multiregional model - which requires 
continued genetic intermingling over the entire range of Homo erectus. The sequences appear to fall into 
two groups, one 'exclusively african' with 49 sequences, the other a 'general' group of africans, europeans, 
asians and australopapuans (86 sequences). Thus europeans, asians and australopapuans appear to be a 
subset of the diversity within Africa. An analogy is that sequences of native Americans (or of Polynesians) 
are subsets of asian lineages, and these asian lineages are subsets of those occurring in Africa. The use of 
sequences detects the split within Africa between the exclusively african and the general groups, whereas 
the use of population frequencies masks this split and finds only an african non-african grouping (Nei and 
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Roychoudhury, 1993). Only with significantly worse optima did the large african group, or its !Kung plus 
Naron sub-group, start to break up. This pattern contradicts any multiregional model that relies on 
migration and interbreeding of the whole range of H. erectus. 
The root of the tree is best placed within the African group of 49 sequences. This placement is supported 
by a variety of criteria that require different conditions to be met to identify the correct root. Because of the 
African location of the root and the convergence of shorter optima; we call this the Kilimanjaro landscape. 
However, the time of the last common ancestor of the mtDNA must be earlier than the time of expansion of 
human numbers. In order to fit the data we suggest at least a two-stage model with much of the initial 
variation lost during the first phase of constant average population size, and then a phase of exponential 
growth. Overall there is strong support for all four aspects of the Out-of-Africa model, but contradiction of 
a crucial prediction (panmixis) of the multiregion model. 
By focusing on the general properties of the landscape of all possible solutions (Kauffman 1993) we have 
been able to avoid the distraction of whether a particular tree is shorter than earlier studies. Because of the 
consistency of our results (for example, the !Kung, together with the Naron sequence, being united) we are 
confident that we have a very good representation of the underlying tree structure in the data. There has 
been too much concern with the absolute length of trees and not enough on the general properties 
(landscape) among optima. Perhaps we have contributed to this by showing.that shorter trees are generally 
better predictors than longer trees (Penny and Hendy 1985). In the present study the single shortest tree was 
not as good a predictor of overall results as some trees one step longer. 
The deluge search strategy has been useful and 'this is illustrated by the high consistency of the groups it 
finds (Tables 1 and 2). Several ways of improving its current implementation were developed during the 
study but these were not used so as to maintain comparability for the different data sets (equalW, smallW, 
and medium W). Although we now have some idea of the landscape in terms the high numbers of local 
optima and of their overall similarity (Hendy et al. 1988; Maddison 1991; Penny et al. 1982; Penny and 
Steel, in preparation; Steel 1993) we still need to know more on the pathways between optima (Page 1993), 
and how the optima would appear with alternative selection criteria, for example, maximum likelihood. 
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The restriction of using random starting trees may not be necessary except when it is crucial to demonstrate 
there is no effect of starting position. Other programs, such as PAUP (Swofford 1993) are suitable for a 
similar study by retaining only one optimum per run, thus allowing an analysis of the landscape. We have 
found that using alternative methods of changing trees (different tree-spaces, Steel and Penny, in 
preparation) to be particularly effective and this option could also be incorporated, as could alternating 
stochastic and deterministic phases to the search strategy. 
Our analysis was carried out without drawing the trees to study them, both to prevent subjective bias and 
emphasize the objective nature of the analysis. However we could not resist the temptation to examine one 
of the shortest trees, that shown in Fig. 6. It is one of the second shortest trees (L = 251.8) and is the best 
consensus trees (averaged over both the linear and quadratic forms). It is drawn with zero length edges 
contracted and so is shown as a non-binary tree. After drawing the tree (using MacClade 3.1, Maddison 
and Maddison 1992) it became clear that most of the zero length edges were outside the core group of 49 
african sequences. The observation of many zero length edges among groups outside Africa is significant 
from two aspects - it is in agreement with the two-phase model presented earlier (Fig. 5) and explains the 
distribution of distance values used to infer a recent expansion (Rogers and Harpending 1992; Harpending 
et al. 1993) particularly of populations outside of Africa. This agreement between the distribution of edge 
lengths in the optimal trees in this study with the distribution of distance values (Rogers and Harpending 
1992) is encouraging and represents another case where there is reinforcement between different 
approaches to analyzing this data set. 
Our results do not contribute any new information to the debate over the time of the last common ancestor 
of human mtDNA. Recent work (Hasegawa et al. 1993; Ruvolo et al, 1993), including additional 
chimpanzee sequences (Ruvolo et al. 1993) still favors a best estimate of about 200,000 years ago for the 
common ancestor. For our model we have split this into two equal periods; 100,000 years for a constant 
average population size; and 100,000 for the expansionary phase. These values will have quite high 
variances and also depend upon estimates of the size of the population that included the common ancestor. 
These values need corroboration from other data but are encouraging in that models are becoming more 
precise, include information from a wider range of disciplines, and are potentially more testable (Popper 
1959). But until a similar study considers all the sources of variation as for human - chimpanzees times of 
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divergence (Waddell and Penny 1995) we prefer to consider the two-phase model as a qualitative model. 
Griffiths and Tavare (1994a and b) have recently extended coalescence methods to expanding populations 
and this will improve our understanding of dates of human evolution. Their study of Nuu Chah Nulth 
people gave a more recent origin when expansion in population size was considered. An expansion, such as 
the Polynesians (Lum et al. 1994) would be another good test. 
Several investigators concentrate on the upper bound on the time of the last common mtDNA ancestor as 
one approach to testing a multiregional model; however there has been less focus on the lower bound, the 
most recent time possible for human expansion out of Africa. There is a rather loosely defined cultural-
archeological model (the 'cultural explosion' model) that favors a very recent major expansion in human 
numbers, even as recently as 40,000 years ago (Noble and Davidson 1991 - the 40,004BC model!). This 
would be after the development of many modem artefacts and cultural attributes, including speech (as 
distinguished from language, Corballis 1993). Dates such as the colonization of Australia (at least 55,000 
years bp- Roberts et al. 1990; 1994) perhaps favor a somewhat earlier expansion (though it is not clear 
that these very early fossils have left descendants among modem populations). Our two phase model, with 
an exponential increase in population numbers within the last 100,000 years, including a slightly later 
expansion Out-of-Africa, appears consistent with ideas of a recent expansion of modem humans (Noble 
and Davidson 1991 ). Despite earlier controversy (Cavalli-Sforza 1991) it can be shown (by using a 
different tree comparison metric to the one used here) that trees from gene frequencies and from languages 
are very similar (Penny et al. 1993). However, our results would also be consistent with a third, even more 
rapid, expansion which may have occurred after the initial expansion of Homo sapiens out of Africa. 
Any useful hypothesis on the origins of H. sapiens needs to be consistent with a range of evidence, 
including nuclear and mitochondrial sequences, stochastic mechanisms of mutation, other genetic data such 
as allele frequencies, archeological finds, times of arrival of H. sapiens in different regions, appearance of 
'modem' artefacts in the archaeological record, and the similarity of trees from languages and genetic 
information (Cavalli-Sforza 1991; Penny et al. 1993). We think a two or three-phase model (Fig. 5) is 
consistent with this wide range of classes of evidence and the model is thus strengthened by such a 
'consilience of induction' (Whewell 1967). Conversely, the multiregional model, apart from being 
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contradicted by the evidence produced here, is weakened by being based on such a limited range of 
features. 
One piece of infonnation not explained is the apparent morphological similarity between fossil H. erectus 
and modern H. sapiens in the same region (Thome and Wolpoff 1992). We have already commented on the 
difficulty of quantitative genetic tests on morphological data. It may be that the authors of the multiregional 
were just unlucky in that the similarities are only due to chance but an alternative is that, even given a 
recent African origin of H. sapiens, there could have been some gene flow between H. erectus and H. 
sapiens in some regions. There is no evidence for this from the maternally inherited mtDNA and this is the 
expected direction of genetic movement (in chimpanzees and gorillas (Pusey and Packer 1987) as well as 
for humans (Schapera 1960) female transfer is the nonn). However, the possibility needs to be tested with 
nuclear sequences (Bowcock et al. 1994). 
There are recent claims for fossil H. erectus in Java 1.8 million years ago (Swisher et al. 1994) and early 
H. sapiens in China 200,000 years bp (Tiemei 1994). The Java claim (Swisher et al. 1994) does not 
distinguish between the two main hypotheses in that both accept an early dispersal of H. erectus. The claim 
(Tiemei 1994) of early H. sapiens in China certainly would be anomalous in being so early but, for a 
number of reasons, must still be treated with care until a full quantitative analysis of the morphological 
features is available. A recent quantitative analysis of morphological characters does favor a very recent 
expansion of humans from a single region (Waddle 1994). It is a long standing problem that it is not yet 
possible to determine directly whether a fossil group is ancestral to any extant group. Increasingly, models 
of human evolution must be consistent with a wide range of evidence: gene frequencies, DNA sequences, 
timing and distribution of fossils, archeological findings and languages. The time has gone when isolated 
fossil finds are sufficient to build theories of human origins, even though they are an essential component of 
any theory. It seems at times that there has scarcely been a fossil find that was not initially interpreted as on 
a direct line to H. sapiens, but virtually none of the claims withstand further analysis. A qualitative attempt 
has been made to explain the genetic data (Thome et al. 1993). We suggest that, having failed a major test 
in the present work (the universal migration version) the multiregional model cannot be taken seriously 
until it makes a real attempt to produce a quantitative model that accounts for the DNA sequence 
information. In many respects the archeological evidence has been less subject to continued revisions than 
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has paleontological data - and archeological data appears to be in better agreement with the DNA sequence 
data .. 
To conclude, the Out-of-Africa hypothesis has been subjected to numerous tests and is now the only 
hypothesis supported by a wide range of data. Alternatives such as the multiregional model fail crucial 
tests, in this case predicting gene dispersal over the whole range of human precursors. The support for the 
out-of-Africa comes from mtDNA sequence and RFLP data, as well as from frequencies of nuclear alleles. 
It is consistent with much archeological work and the similarity of trees from genetics and languages. More 
work, particularly with nuclear sequence information will clarify the hypotheses still further. We expect 
that in the next decade a fairly complete picture of human migration over the last 100,000 years will 
emerge. 
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APPENDIX - Proofs of the Propositions. 
Proof of Proposition I. 
Clearly if an edge e contains the root then 8(e) = 2h0 • Now, suppose e does not contain the root p. In this 
case we may represent T as in Fig 7 where r ~ 1. For 0 ~ i ~ r+ 1 ~ let Li denote the leaf set of Tj. let 
L = Lo u L1 u ... u Lr> L' =Lr+ 1 and let hi = d(vj, Ii) where Ii E Li (by the molecular clock hypothesis, 
this value is the same for all choices of Ii from Lj). Then, 
_1_ 
8(e) = L d(x,x') so that 
ILi IL'lx E L, x' E L' 
1 r 
8(e) = L !Lil 2hi (by the molecular clock hypothesis) 
ILi i=O 
< 2ho , since hi < ho for i > 0 , thereby completing the proof. 
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Proof of Proposition 2. 
By independence, and the assumption that k is large, the distribution is Poisson. Thus we need only 
calculate 
A, = kp(T), where p(T) is the probability that any individual founding female has a surviving line after T 
generations. 
Consider first scenario 1. Ifµ denotes the mean of the offspring distribution, then the expected value of N 
is kµ T, so we may estimateµ as (Nfk)l/T = exp[(l/T) ln(N/k)] = 1 + ln(N/k) IT, since T >> ln(k/N). Now 
p(T) converges, in a monot~nically decreasing fashion, to 1-x, where x < 1 is the solution to the equation 
F(x) = x, in which F is the probability generating function for the offspring distribution (see Arthreya and 
Ney 1972). Expanding F(z) as a power series about z = 1, gives F(l-e) = 1 - µe + 0.5e2(cr2-µ+µ2) + O(e3: 
so that the solution to the equation 1-e = F(l-e), for e small, is given approximately by 
e = 2(µ-1) I (cr2-µ+µ2). Sinceµ= 1+ ln(k/N)/T, and ln(k/N) IT is small compared to min{ 1, cr2}we 
have that p(T) > 1- x = e = 2ln(N/k) I Ta2. Since A,= p(T)k, we have the required result. 
Considering scenario 2, p(T) < p(T 1 ), and over the first T 1 generations, µ = 1, and so, by a well known an~ 
classical result (see Arthreya and Ney 1972) p(T 1) :: 2/cr2T 1, leading to the claimed bound for /.... 
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Table 1. Parsimony lengths of trees and distances between them for (a) local optima and (b) random trees. 
(a) Lengths of local o~tima Inter-tree distances 
Data set average S .D. shortest number lineat±S.D. quadratic±S.D. 
number 
equalW 369.33 4.14 364.0 260 32.40±6.64 7.21±1.21 250 
smallW 266.78 1.96 264.2 160 18.58±5.98 5.04±1.10 160 
mediumW 253.64 1.58 251.6 580 18.93±5.54 5.08±1.04 580 
randomW 308.87 7.10 294.8 40 42.81±9.40 9.69±2.04 40 
(b) Lengths of random trees Random tree distances 
Data set average S .D. shortest number lineat±S.D. quadratic±S.D. number 
equalW 1055.57 15.68 974 200,000 49.94±10.7 12.99±2.69 500 
smallW 767.29 10.59 708.4 200,000 49.80±10.5 12.94±2.75 500 
mediumW 744.03 10.33 684.2 200,000 50.32±10.5 12.99±2.72 500 
randomW 900.03 29.34 778.8 200,000 50.42±10.5 13.17±2.75 500 
la, A summary of the lengths of local optima, and the distances between them under the two versions of the 
sites metric ('linear' and 'quadratic'). The data sets are unweighted (equalW), low weighting (smallW), 
medium weighting (mediumW) and random weighting (randomW, which has the same weights as 
'mediumW' but randomly reassigned among sites). The number of mutations required to fit each tree was 
determined using parsimony (Fitch 1971 ). Local optima are for independent runs of the Great Deluge, each 
run searched at least 105 trees. For comparisons, 200,000 random trees were generated with all binary 
trees equally likely (Steel and Penny 1993) for each of the four data sets, and a summary of the 
corresponding tree lengths and inter-tree distances is shown in the lower half of the figure. The results 
show that: 
* for the four data sets the local optima are significantly shorter than random trees; 
* standard deviations for local optima decrease as weighting increases; 
* lengths and variability of local optima for 'random W' are higher than those of 'medium W'; 
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* local optima are much more similar to each other than random trees; 
*down-weighting the hypervariable sites (smallW and mediumW) reduces the differences and the 
variability of local optima - but not of random trees; 
* randomly reassigning weights (randomW) reverses both these last effects but weighting does not 
affect the difference between random trees (a control). 
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Table 2. Largest numbers of sequences in continental and/or ethnic groups 
No. in # from other groups No. in # from other groups 
Group group 0 2 3 Group group 0 2 3 
african 78 23.0 5.0 47.0 0.6 !Kung. 16 10.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 
european 15 3.7 5.0 2.2 3.6 afroamerican 8 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
asian 17 4.3 5.4 7.5 8.0 east pygmy 15 9.0 3.0 0.0 3.6 
australopapuan 25 2.9 3.8 2.5 1.9 herero 8 4.0 4.7 0.9 1.4 
west pygmy 14 8.8 0.0 11.6 7.2 
yoruban 12 2.1 2.1 4.0 4.0 
hadza 4 0.0 2.9 0.0 0.1 
Sequences were first grouped into four geographic classes and their largest clusters found in each of the 
10 best trees; results are averages for these trees. Clusters could consistent exclusively of members from 
a single group, or have 1 to 3 sequences from any other group(s ). All 10 trees had the same cluster of 23 
african sequences, the largest african cluster with one non-african sequence was five sequences (which 
implies the cluster of 23 must join with a subtree containing two or more non-african sequences). The 
main features are the large african clusters, and that groups outside this cluster of 49 sequences are 
heterogeneous (more dispersed throughout the trees). The study was repeated by subdividing african 
sequences further into the seven groups shown on the right hand side of the table. The most striking 
feature is the large size of the !Kung group, all 16 sequences join together with the other San group, a 
single Naron sequence. The eastern and western pygmies each form relatively large clusters on the trees 
but are more diverse overall. An important control is that the afroamericans do not form a single large 
cluster, reflecting the varied sources of their ancestors within Africa. The overall conclusion is that there 
cannot have been continued genetic interchange over the whole range of early H. erectus/ H. sapiens 
populations, thus contradicting multiregional models requiring high migration between continents. 
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FIG. 1. Distribution of number of sites versus numbers of substitutions per site on the optimal tree. 
The histogram shows first the observed numbers of sites requiring two or more changes on the best tree for the 
unweighted data set (equalW). Then upper bounds are predicted for how many sites will have a given number 
of substitutions on the optimal tree on the basis that 421 sites were constant, and 75 sites required just one 
substitution. The comparison is done taking three values for the number of 421 constant sites that were 
invariant (unable to change state). The three cases considered were - no constrained sites (all sites free to vary), 
300, then 321 sites constrained not to vary. The first of these violates the upper bounds quite strongly; 300 sites 
constrained fits the observed frequency of sites up to two substitutions, 321 sites fits the observed number for 4 
substitutions but not the number of sites with more substitutions. Varying only the number of sites free to vary 
cannot fit the observed distribution. These results demonstrate that not all sites are equally free to vary -
consequently some hypervariable sites can mislead slowler evolving sites. 








lengths of local optima 
FIG. 2. Number oflocal optima versus lengths for 580 runs with the mediumW dataset. The optimum with the 
shortest length (251.6) was found only once, seven optima one step longer (251.8) were found, etc. The most 
frequent class was trees of length 253.0 with 54 optima. Although shorter optima are generally better predictors of 
behaviour with other data (Penny and Hendy, 1985), more consistent results are obtained by also considering the 
average consensus values for the optima. 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of similarity values between trees (sites metric) versus length oflocal optima. 
The x-axis is the parsimony length of the optima (see FIG. 2). Values on the y-axis are average similarities 
under the sites metric (linear form) for optima of a given length: to optima of the same length (circles); to 
better optima (open squares); to worse optima (diamonds). The most important points are that longer (worse) 
optima are more dissimilar than shorter optima, and that optima are on aven~ge more similar to better optima 
than to themselves. An interpretation of these results is shown in FIG. 4. 
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a, two dimensional model 
d 
b, third dimension (length of optimum) added 
FIG. 4. Optima of different lengths converging. 
better 
optima 
4a, Model representing a 'landscape' in two dimensions with the optima of shorter lengths being included within 
the range of those with longer lengths. The distance between two optima 'a' and 'b' of the same length can be 
greater than the maximum between 'a' and any better optimum, for example, 'a' to either 'c' or 'd'. Conversely, the 
maximum and average distance between 'a' and optima at longer lengths, such as 'e', can be greater than the 
distances within the same level as 'a'. In practice there are 120 sites (dimensions) .contributing to the value for the 
sites metric, not just the two dimensions represented here. 4b, Representation in three dimensions, with the third 
dimension being the 'height' of the optimum (which is not included in the value for comparisons under the sites 
metric). This represents the results of shorter optima 'converging' to a single global optima, even though we may 
not have reached a global optimum. 






+-(-- logarithm of population size --) 
FIG. 5. Two stage model. The first stage is a constant average population size, then a second phase with an 
exponential expansion in population numbers. During the first phase of constant average population size there is a 
random loss of most of the neutral alleles present in the initial population. Once the population starts a continued 
expansion there is a much lower chance of random loss of alleles. The example shown here initially has 10 alleles, 
seven of which are lost in the stationary phase and two more during the expansionary phase. However for the 
calculations the human population started with a population that included 5000 females. 

















































Branch lengths proportional to 
#Chars. that change 
(Min.-Avg.-Max.) on branch 
c-J 
C') 
F1G. 6. A 'best' local optimum tree. It was selected as being both one of the shortest trees and one of the best 
.f 
C') 
median trees. AA (Afroamerican), Ai (Asian), Au (Australian), Ep (eastern Pygmy) Eu (European), Ha (Hadza), 
He (Herero), Ku (!Kung), Na (Naron), NG (New Guinean), Wp (western Pygmy), Yo (Yoruban). The lengths of 
edges on the tree are proportional to the number of changes required with the 'error' bars indicating the range of 
possible lengths consistent with the minimal length. Edges of zero length have been collapsed and so the tree is 
nonbinary. 
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FIG. 7. For this tree, the root pis the midpoint of an edge different toe, and so o(e) is less than maximal (refer to 
the proof of Proposition 1 ). 
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